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ROCHESTER GAS AND ELECTRIC CORPORATION e 89 EAST AVENUE, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14645-0001 ~ ,

. ROGER W. KOBER
VICE PRESIDENT TE 4 E PwONE
ELECTRsC Em STEAM Ps40 DUCTION a.E a CODE 716 546 2700

August 10, 1984

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. Walter A. Paulson, Acting Chief

Operating Reactors Branch No. 5
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Responses to NRC Staff Questions
R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-244

Dear Mr. Paulson:

Attached are responses to questions from the NRC staff
concerning our Application for Amendment to Operating License
dated April 2, 1984.

r truly yours,

M/L
R _er W. Kober
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Qu12 tion 1. For each of the following operations - fuel shuf tle, spent
fuel storage rack removal, modification of fuel rack I

Isupport base I beams in the fuel pool, decontamination and
modification of fuel rack modules, and reinstallaton of |
modified fuel rack modules - provide the following
information:

a. the number of workers, including divers, required for
each phase of the operation;

b. the working area dose rates, including dose rates in
the fuel pool;

c. the worker occupancy times for each dose rate;

d. the total person-rems to complete the operation.

R3sponse: For each activity, the projected work force and man hours

are described below.*

Craft Riggers
Divers Labor Supervision HP Gen Maint Decon

Fual Shuffle 0 0 0 0 2/160 0

R:moval of 1/24 0 4/216 2/108 0 0
Holddown Bolts 1/24

Decon & Mod 1/6 4/3000 4/3240 2/1720 3/180 2/60
of Racks 1/6

R moval of 1 Diver /60 0 4/240 2/120 2/120 0
Supports / 1 Tender /60
Install Shims

Reinstallation 1/6 0 4/240 2/120 3/180 0
of Racks 1/6

Total Man Hours 96 Diver hrs 3,000 3,240 2,068 640 120
96 Tender hrs

* Work Force / total man hours for that work force and
activity.

The following worker area dose rates are assumed.

Divers - in pool work - 50 mrem /hr
Diver Tender - 2 mrem /hr
Craft Labor - 20 mrem /hr
Supervision - 2 mrem /hr
HP - 2 mrem /hr
Riggers / Gen Maint - 2 mrem /hr
Decon - 5 mrem /hr

Therefore, projected total person rem = 77.5. This estimate
may change as a result of dose rates measured during
modification of the first rack.
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Qu~: tion 2. Regulatory Guide 8.8 states that " station personnel should
have the benefit of preparations and plans that can ensure
the exposures are \LARA while the personnel are performing
the services." For each or the operations mentioned in 1.
above, describe what ALARA measures (e.g., health physics
surveillance) will be taken to ensure that personnel
exposure will be kept as low as is reasonably achievable.

Ir ;ponse: All work conducted at the plant site during this project

will be inside of a controlled access area where all normal

plant health physics procedures will be followed. In

addition the following special precautions will be taken to

minimize exposures and the spread of a contamination.

a) The racks will be extensively decontaminated using

high pressure water Pv10,000 psi) to minimize

radiation exposure to workers. The decontaminated

racks will be surveyed to identity localized areas ot

high radiation and additional decontamination will

focus on those areas.

b) Tents with air mover and HCPA filter system will be

used over those work areas where the potential tor

generation of airborne activity exists to prevent the

spread of contamination,

c) For the modification of the first rack, respirator

equipment will be available along with air mover and

HEPA filter system for tented areas to protect

workers. Health physics personnel will evaluate the

necessity of the use of respirator equipment for

subsequent racks.

d) Special procedures for divers are outlined in question
,

3 below. Divers exiting the pool water will be rinsec /

off to prevent the spread of contamination. Prior to
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diver entry into the pool, they will be briefed as to

the work procedure and work area to include the

location of stored spent fuel.

In general, the health physics staff will monitor all

aspects of the work to insure that personnel exposures are

maintained ALARA.
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Outation 3. In addition to your response to question 2, above, describe
the ALARA measures which you will take to minimize doses to
the divers during the spent fuel pool (SFP) modifications.
Address the following topics in your response:

(a) Clean-up of SFP water-prior to and during diver entry;

(b) Vacuuming of SFP floor prior to diver entry;

(c) Distribution of existing spent fuel in the SFP to
minimize diver doses by providing for maximum water
shielding;

(d) Preplanning of other work.

In addition, the licensee shall conduct comprehensive
radiation surveys of the SFP following each fuel recon-
figuration and map the SFP radiation profiles to identity
any radiation hot spots along walls and fuel racks.
Describe your plans to. perform such SFP radiation surveys.

R3cponse Prior to and in conjunction with diver entry into the pool,

various measures will be used to minimize diver exposure

during the modification.

a. Purification of the pool water is accomplished by

diverting approximately 10 percent of the cooling

system flow through a demineralizer and filter. A

separate skimmer pump is used to maintain clarity or

the water surface,

b. Stored fuel will be reshuftled to provide zones arour.d

the diver work areas where no tuel will be stored.

The more recently discharged fuel will be removed to

the east end of the pool in those racks which will not

be modified. At least four empty rows of storage

cells will be between a working diver and stored spent

fuel.

c. After the stored fuel has been shuttled and prior to

diver entry, a radiation survey will be conducted to

i
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map radiation profiles and locate hot spots on pool

walls and racks. Based on this survey, there will be
c

additional decontamination, vacuuming of pool walls

and reshuffling of fuel as required.

d. After removal of a. rack from the pool, a survey will

be taken of the pool floor. A vacuum system will be

available, and if required, will be used to remove

loosely deposited contaminants from the pool floor.
,

e. All diver work, as well as other work in the modifica-

tion process, will be incorporated'into work

procedures. These procedures will incorporate

measures to maintain worker exposures ALARA. In

addition, the divers are experienced in this type of

1 work and the required radiation protection procedures.

Also, see responses to question 5.
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JQutstion 4.5 Sectiona19.12-of'10.CFR part.~19; requires'that.all personnel-

; working in_ restricted areas' receive 1 instruction on
radiation; protection, as;well as>in procedures to minimize
exposure. Describe.youriplans'for providing a compre-
hensive job specific training program.:to. workers, including

- Edivers', who:.willibe engaged.in work in.the spent' fuel pool
(SFP): area;during'..the SFP rack modification. The. training

~

,

- should cover all; aspects of the SFP modification and should.
a:- include'all1ALARA measures to be taken to minimize worker

dose;

|Rs=ponse{ -All workers' involved-in this: modification will be required-

.to complete the Ginnh ' cation radiation' protection training

; program. -This program provides general =information on-

personal radiation-protection measures and procedures tor

working-in controlle'd access. areas.. In addition, training.

willibe' received by non-diver labor on the use of

respirators. Prior to the beginning of any work, personnel l
i

~

|will;be'_ briefed on'the specific _ radiation hazard and

precautions that.must be taken. - Also, constant monitoring.

by health $ physics personnel will insure compliance with-

'Ginn~a Station procedures to maintain doces ALARA.

1
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:Qusation[5. ' Section C.3.b of Regulatory Guide 8.8 states that the
.

licensee should-provide adequate supervision and radiation-

'

protection surveillance to ensure that the appropriate
procedures are followed and that any potential radiation
hazards are addressed in a~ timely and appropriate manner.
In order to minimize. diver dose and maintain continuous
health physics coverage of the divers ~ performing SFP work,
the following conditions should be met:

(a) Maintenance of constant voice contact between'the
divers and the workers above the surface'who are
monitoring the divers' movements in the SFP;

(b) Divers shall wear TLDs while working in the SFP;

. (c) Workers on the surface shall monitor the stay-time of
submerged divers.

! State how you plan to provide the health physics coverage
described above.

Rosponse: The modification work procedures for the divers will

incorporate the provisions of a) through c) above. Prior

to entry, divers will be briefed on their travel limits

and, while in the pool, will be constantly monitored. Dose

rates will also be monitored through the use of remote

readout dosimetry. These provisions, along'with those
,

discussed in question 3 above, will insure diver exposures

are maintained ALARA.
4
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- Qucatio'n' 6. Section C.2.9 of' Regulatory Guide |8.'8 states that:the use
- of radiation monitoring-systems to measure dose rate.and- ,

'
I

-airborne radioactivity levelsLin selected plant areas can
reduce:the exposure;of station personnel in these areas.
Describe your plans for providing area radiation and

'

airborne radioactivity monitoring in the. spent. fuel-pool
area during the1 spent. fuel pool storage. rack modification.
Provide.a layout drawing of the spent fuel pool area show-
ing the location of all area monitors and' air samplers.

;Rasponse: Area radiation and airborne radioactivity monitoring will

be-performed in the spent fuel pool area during the rack
.

'

modification. Radiation area monitors will be provided on

the fuel handling crane bridge and on the north wall of the
~

SFP area.- In addition, items removed from the SFP will be

surveyed by portable survey instruments.- The racks will be

removed from the pool and placed in the Decon Pit where

I they'will be decontaminated in an enclosed area. The

enclosure will be exhausted by an air mover with HEPA

filters. A constant. air monitor (CAM) will-be used to.

.

monitor for airborne radioactivity outside the enclosure.

Breathing zone samplers will be worn by personnel inside.
;

-

the enclosure. After decontamination, the rack will be

moved to another enclosure on the auxiliary building

operating ficor. Air monitoring will be provided in a

similar fashion as described for'the decon pit area. Grab,

samples will be taken for airborne radioactivity as
i

required by conditions or to provide additional

information.

-
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'Qu:stion 7. yon page 36 you list the major radionuclides measured in the
SFP prior to the fuel rack modification. Describe what
. affect the increased storage of fuel after the SFP modifi-
cation will have on the level of- fission products in tfie
SFP and how this will affect the dose rates at the fuel
pool surface.

R 2ponse: Redesign of the SFP racks increases only the storage

capacity of the pool and not the frequency or the amount of

the core to be replaced each cycle. Thus, the amount of

corrosion product activity released to the pool during any

year will be about the same. Expansion of SFP capacity

does increase the potential for increasing the release of

fission products to the pool from fuel rod clad defects.

Based on Ginna's tuel experience since the previous SFP

expansion in 1976, the percentage of leaking fuel rods is

very small, and only trace amounts of tission products have

been detected in the pool. Dose rates at the surface ot

the pool have not increased since 1976, although 240

additional assemblies have been placed in storage. The

purification system is capable at removing an increase in

radioactivity so as to maintain acceptable radiation levels

at the pool surface. The system consists ot a domineral-
.

! izer and tiilter for the pool water and a skimmet system to

remove surface dust and debris.

I
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Qu;stion 8. On-page 38 of Appendix.B to yourospent fuel pool modifica-
tion request, you provided a table listing the calculated
principal airborne radionuclides in the spent fuel pool
area. State whether these concentrations represent maximum
or average expected airborne radioactivity concentrations
in the SFP area following rack modification. Describe how
these values compare with present measured airborne con-
centrations in the SFP area (prior to. rack modification).

Rscponse: The measured principal airborne radionuclides on page 36 of

Appendix B represent average concentrations except for

tritium which is close to a maximum value. Typically the

isotopes, other than tritium, do not exceed 1/100 of their.

Maximum Permissible Concentrations. The tritium was

measured in the pool ventilation exhaust stream close to

the pool surface which gives a maximum value and is not

representative of the average concentration in the SFP

" area. The' airborne concentrations are not expected to

change after rack modification and have not increased since

1976 although 240 assemblies have been added. The opera-

tion of the pool purification system and the building

ventilation system will not change and the pool temperature

limitations will still apply.
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Qudstion 9. On page 40 you state that the dose associated with changing
~

the spent fuel pool filter cartridges and demineralizer
. resins (for the existing 302 stored fuel assemblies)
represents less.than 0.1 percent of Ginna's total annual
person-rem burden. Provide the actual person-rem figures
for.these_ operations. Also provide the average annual
person-rem for all SFP related operations at Ginna:
(described on page141 to represent less than one percent of
the total plant person-rem).

R cponse: The annual doses associated with changes of the spent fuel

pool filters, resin and fuel-handling operations are as

follows:

Task Man-Rem

SFP filter change 0.21
SFP resin change 0.03
Skimmer filter change 0.03
SFP Fuel Handling during Refueling 0.13

TOTALS 0.40
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?QU dtion?l0.: : Discuss.how the increasexin SFP storage capacity will
F affect the' direct' radiation. doses to accessible-areas

'

' adjacent'to thefSFP' walls 1whichlare.at'the same elevation
~

'
u

:as.the SFP racks.
'

,

i,The increase.in theJSFP storageEcapacity will.not affect.' Rfcponse': :
c . .

.

'the direct radiation doses in accessible areas adjacent to-

the SFP walls'. . OnlyLthe east and north walls are

accessible. The three storage. racks nearithe east end ot~

the poolfwillinot be modified so dose. rates at the east

2

. wall will.not ch'ange. -The. north. wall is accessible in an

p area that has.a.very. low occupancy; factor. Only background
!

radiation levels are observed on this wall at the same

| elevation as the SFP racks. Fuel assemblies are presently.

stored'in every other slot in rack locations closest to'the

north wall. Storing fuel assemblies in every slot is.not.

expected to change the cose rate trom the present back-

ground level.
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[ - Qu:Otion 11. Show that the method chosen'for disposal of'the waste
material generated by the SFP modification will be cost '

effective with respect to ALARA exposure criteria and
adequacy of burial space.

I R ponse: The waste material generated will be primarily SS-304

p components removed from the rack during the moditication
i

(approximately 10,000'lbs). We anticipated that this
:

material will be able to be decontaminated using, for

! example, electro-polishing or liquid abrasive processes.

This decontaminated material will then be disposed of as

normal industrial waste. The remainder of the material,

i

! that would not be able to be decontaminated in this manner
!
'

would be compacted and disposed of as dry activitated

waste.

I
|

Because the decontamination of the SS-304 waste will

minimize the volume of low level waste, it is an etficient

option in terms of ALARA concerns and the impact on burial
|

| space requirements.
!
1

!

!
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Qu^ction 12. On page 28 of Appendix B to the letter of April 2, 1984 are
listed 11 nuclear power-units that use Boraflex in the
spent fuel storage pocls. Identity which of these units
have instituted surveillance programs and indicate the
method by which Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation will
monitor the results of particular surveillance programs and
make use of them to ensure the integrity of the materials
in the Ginna spent fuel pool.

R:Oponse: Rochester. Gas and Electric will cooperate with Wisconsin

Electric to monitor their surveillance program tor BORAFLEX

neutron absorber material. Point Beach Units 1 and 2 use

BORAFLEX in their spent fuel storage racks, and the next

scheduled removal and examination of material is March

1985.

In addition, it should be noted that Brand Industrial

Services, the manufacturer ot BORAFLEX, has the requirement

to notify all users of any defects under 10 CFR 21.
i

Should a defect become evident trom the results ot the
i

various curveillance programs that is applicable to the,

l

i material used at Ginna, an examination program will be
!

undertaken to test the neutron attenuation capabilities

using the currently available' methods.
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